
Social Media Toolkit for Rhode

Island Social Host Law Awareness

Campaign

This social media toolkit is intended for use by Rhode Island partners who are interested in engaging with the

2021 Rhode Island Social Host Law Awareness Campaign, developed by JSI Research and Training Institute, Inc.,

on behalf of six Rhode Island Prevention Coalitions (Regions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7).

The campaign aims to educate and inform Rhode Island residents about the Social Host Law, which states it is

illegal to buy, provide, or supply alcohol, or provide a place to consume alcohol to anyone under the age of 21.

The campaign also raises awareness of the health and social consequences of underage drinking, including

impacting brain development and decision making skills.

The following social media toolkit includes tips for success, sample messages, and images that will support

partner communication of the Rhode Island Social Host Law.

Funder
Funding made possible by the Partnerships for Success II grant, provided from the

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) to the Rhode

Island Department of Behavioral Healthcare, Developmental Disabilities and Hospitals

(BHDDH).

Sample Messages
Please feel free to adapt and use the following messages:

Email/Newsletter Blurbs
Rhode Rules for Rhode Island
Rhode Island’s Social Host Law protects kids, families, and community members. Breaking the law can put you
at risk for fines, jail time, and mandatory educational programs. Adults in Rhode Island agree: we protect our
kids and ourselves when we follow the Social Host Law. Learn more about the Rhode Rules Campaign.

Rhode Rule: Always follow the Social Host Law
You can be the life of the party without being the talk of the town. Follow the Social Host Law: never buy,
provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21. Breaking the law can put you at risk for fines, jail
time, and mandatory educational programs. Adults in Rhode Island agree: we protect our kids and ourselves
when we follow the law. Get involved in the Rhode Rules for Rhode Island Campaign.
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Facebook Posts
Did you know Rhode Island, like many states, has a Social Host Law? This means adults are at risk for fines, jail
time, and other consequences if someone under the age of 21 is caught consuming alcohol on their property.
Don't take the risk: follow the Social Host Law https://riprevention.org/campaigns/ @SocialHostRI

Drinking alcohol underage can lower inhibitions and increase the chances that youth and young adults will
engage in risky behavior or do something that they will regret. Follow the Social Host Law: never buy, provide,
or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21 and always make sure your alcohol is in a secure location.
https://riprevention.org/campaigns/ @SocialHostRI

Twitter Posts
Did you know RI has a Social Host Law? This means adults are at risk for fines, jail time, & other consequences
if someone under the age of 21 consumes alcohol on their property. Don't take the risk: https://bit.ly/3lyD5LW
@SocialHostRI #KnowTheLawRI #SocialHostRI

Drinking alcohol underage can increase the chances that youth/young adults will engage in risky behavior.

Follow the Social Host Law and never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21:

https://bit.ly/3lyD5LW @SocialHostRI #SocialHostRI

Instagram Posts

Did you know Rhode Island, like many states, has a Social Host Law? This means adults are at risk for fines, jail
time, and other consequences if someone under the age of 21 is caught consuming alcohol on their property.
Don't take the risk: follow the Social Host Law @SocialHostRI #KnowTheLawRI #SocialHostRI

Drinking alcohol underage can lower inhibitions and increase the chances that youth and young adults will
engage in risky behavior or do something that they will regret. Follow the Social Host Law: never buy, provide,
or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21 and always make sure your alcohol is in a secure location.
@SocialHostRI #KnowTheLawRI #SocialHostRI

Website Blurb

Rhode Rules for Rhode Island
Rhode Island’s Social Host Law protects kids, families, and community members by preventing underage
alcohol use. We’re asking adults in RI to join forces with the Rhode Rules for Rhode Island Campaign and follow
the Social Host Law: never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to anyone under the age of 21. Breaking the law can
put you at risk for fines, jail time, and mandatory educational programs. Adults in Rhode Island agree: we
protect our kids and ourselves when we follow the Social Host Law. Learn more about the Rhode Rules
Campaign.
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Campaign Key Messages

Rhode Island Social Host Law

● Did you know Rhode Island, like many states, has a Social Host Law? This means adults are at risk for

fines, jail time, and other consequences if someone under the age of 21 is caught consuming alcohol

on their property. Don't take the risk: make sure your alcohol is in a secure location you can monitor.

#KnowTheLawRI

● Unfortunately, there's no instruction manual for parenting. We're all just doing our best. When it

comes to underage drinking there's an easy answer: parents in Rhode Island agree to follow the Social

Host Law, which means we NEVER buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21.

#KnowTheLawRI

● Rhode Island’s Social Host Law protects kids, families, and community members. Breaking the law can

put you at risk for fines, jail time, and mandatory educational programs. Adults in Rhode Island agree:

we protect our kids and ourselves when we follow the law. #KnowTheLawRI

● #Adulting means following the Social Host Law. Adults who buy alcohol for someone under the age of

21 are on the hook for serious consequences, including fines up to $1,000, jail time, and mandatory

educational programs. #KnowTheLawRI

Health Consequences of Underage Drinking

● When it comes to parenting, there are a few Rhode Rules to follow to keep your kids healthy and

happy. Using alcohol before the age of 21 can impact brain development and harm decision making

skills. Follow the Social Host Law: never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone underage.

#KnowTheLawRI

● #Adulting 101: always protect your friends. This means never buying, providing, or supplying alcohol to

someone underage. Underage drinking can seriously impact brain development and cause feelings of

anxiety and depression. #KnowTheLawRI

● Drinking alcohol underage can lower inhibitions and increase the chances that youth and young adults

will engage in risky behavior or do something that they will regret. Never buy, provide, or supply

alcohol to someone under the age of 21 and always make sure your alcohol is in a secure location.

#KnowTheLawRI

● Being a teenager is hard enough. Teenagers who drink under the age of 21 can also experience

increased anxiety and depression after drinking. Your influence matters: talk to youth and young adults

about the risks of underage drinking and do your part to keep alcohol out of reach. #KnowTheLawRI
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Community Impact

● You can be the life of the party without being the talk of the town. Never buy, provide, or supply

alcohol to someone under the age of 21. #KnowTheLawRI

● When it comes to protecting our communities, you can play a big part. Follow the Social Host Law:

never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21. #KnowTheLawRI

● R.I.’s Social Host Law means safer and healthier communities by protecting youth and young adults. Do

your part: never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21. #KnowTheLawRI

● Do you want to teach your young adult safe drinking behaviors? Modeling responsible drinking

behavior is the best way to show them how to use alcohol. This means sticking to one or two drinks per

night and never driving after drinking. Parents in Rhode Island agree: we'll model safe behavior and

we'll never buy, provide, or supply alcohol to someone under the age of 21. #KnowTheLawRI

Images

The images below are available to download: https://riprevention.org/campaigns/. These images can be used

on Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter.
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